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Clusters & models of global capitalism

Source: Authors, 2021



Limited geopolitics behind global capitalism

Source: Fraser Institute, 2020



Democratic institutions behind global capitalism
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Complex policy background behind global capitalism

• The geopolitical and institutional framework of the best-ranked countries is
predominantly limited to Western policy models and allied democracies.

• Max Weber’s thesis on capitalism remains relatively important
considering predominantly Protestant societal and historical
backgrounds of many best-ranked countries.

Source: Authors, 2021



Complex policy background behind global capitalism

• Ranking results of different capitalisms derive from long term
institutional and societal inputs.

• Country rankings may go beyond the existing political-economic
models (varieties of capitalism).

• Countries should be judged based on policy-by-policy approach.



State interventions during crisis

• State interventions exist in all capitalisms, regardless of the political-
economic model – how to provide proportionate policy limits?

• State interventions may not necessarily hinder economic freedom, IF:

1. new subsidies are targeted, limited and temporary;

2. public investments do not squeeze out private investments;

3. government consumption will be moderate and frugal in the mid-run;

4. central banks will preserve stable money and low inflation;

5. regulatory policies and market reforms provide sufficient compensations.



State interventions via green transition

• All varieties of capitalism have reached a consensus on the green
transition, led by the European Union

• Green policies may not hinder economic freedom/capitalism, IF NEW:

1. green taxation stimulates tax cuts (for labor and investments);

2. green subsidies stimulate cuts of vertical state aid and other subsidies;

3. green regulations stimulate deregulation of small enterprises (1 in, 1 out).



Holistic EU policy approach toward the UN’s 2030 
agenda for sustainable development

Source: European Commission, 2020



EU policy approach toward SDGs

• Economic, fiscal, regulatory, labor and social policies (European semester)

• European Green Deal and Green Deal Investment Plan

• Coordinated EU response to the COVID 19 situation

• Circular economy action plan

• Simplified and fair taxation supporting the recovery

• New European Research Area and New industrial strategy for Europe

• Renovation Wave



Opportunities for the EU member states

Source: European Commission, 2020



Specific sustainable goals of countries and regions

• Intensified recovery efforts are required by the SDGs in the light of COVID-19.

• SDG indicators offer the opportunity for new policies.

• Civil society stakeholders are key for delivering the 2030 Agenda.

• It is not all about comparability – it is also about incentivizing partnerships,
peer-to-peer learning and exchange of experiences.

• Indicators of sustainable goals may become more comprehensive while
allowing advancing and comparison between countries, regions and cities.



EU Biodiversity strategy for 2030

• Building resilience to threats, such as food insecurity, the impact of climate
change and disease outbreak.

• Maintaining EU network of protected areas on land and at sea by launching
EU nature restoration targets.

• Sustainable management for restoration targets by increasing biodiversity,
and adapting to climate change.

• The idea is to prevent and reduce the impacts of natural disasters and assess
the potential of environmental, social and economic impacts.


